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LawNow Plus™ Legislation Citator
LawNow Plus is your all new & comprehensive legislation solution. It provides comprehensive coverage 
of full text legislation with a fully integrated Legislation Citator. 

This customer-driven innovation is available now and exclusively on Lexis Advance®, the online research platform 
from LexisNexis®. A refreshingly intuitive and streamlined solution, LawNow Plus anticipates all your legislation research needs.

What’s in it for you?
• Designed for the way you work, simply and efficiently  

Access the Legislation Citator directly from the text of 
the legislation to match your workflow and provide you 
with a report exactly when you need it. 

• Gain instant clarity…  
Each Act and Provision has its own cleverly structured 
citator report – consolidating LexisNexis references, 
cases citing and a legislative history. Each report follows 
the same clean design so you can get to the information 
you need more quickly and easily. 

• …And turn insight into immediate action  
Citator reports provide an immediate answer or access 
to an act as a consolidated springboard to target  
further information.

Key general information about  
the item - with links directly 
through to any referenced items. 
Also including a “Bills Warning” 
feature alerting you to any current  
Bills that potentially impact  
the legislation.

OVERVIEW 

A list of cases citing the legislative 
item. Catchwords help you  
quickly get to the cases most 
relevant to your research.

CASES

An index of publications that cite 
the legislative item, broken down by 
category - Are you most interested in 
Halsbury’s®? Detailed commentary? 
Journal articles? Textbooks? 
Even if you don’t subscribe to the 
referenced material, you will still  
be aware of what is available.

ANALYTICAL MATERIALS

Easy to view summary of amending 
legislation. Quick access to 
Explanatory Memoranda and 2nd 
reading speeches. Plus, key Acts 
offer section level history.

HISTORY



Conduct your research with complete confidence
LawNow Plus™ offers complete coverage and clever tools 
that ensure you never miss critical references:

Gain a competitive edge
The Analytical Materials section lists all the LexisNexis® publications 
that cite the legislative item. Even if you don’t subscribe to the 
referenced material, you will still be able to see what is available 
– levelling the playing field for you!

Benefit from accuracy of research 
with clever content and smart technology
The content is prepared by running extraction scripts over marked up 
LexisNexis content repositories behind-the-scenes and by inserting 
citator links using HPCC technology (big data). This innovative approach 
produces clever content, improving accuracy of research.

A built-in scorecard that lets you know 
how much information there is…

…And if there is no information, we let you know that 
too! We ensure you do not waste time and effort trying 
to conduct a ‘better’ search.

Built-in scorecard

 What if there is an infinite wealth of information? With LawNow Plus, 
you not only get all the references, but you also benefit from advanced 
sort and filter tools that help you get straight to what you want.

Sort and Filter Tools

Launching with over 92,000 citator reports

We’ve got Australia’s legislation covered!



What’s next ? LawNow Plus – Evolving with you
By choosing LawNow Plus, you are ensuring that you are accessing an online research platform that never stands still. 
LexisNexis® is continuously innovating and enhancing the research functionalities available on Lexis Advance, so expect 
even more powerful sorting and filtering tools:

For more information
visit: www.lexisnexis.com.au/lawnowplus 

call: 1800 772 772

Two citators, one complete research solution 
With LawNow PlusTM on Lexis Advance® alongside CaseBase Case Citator, take full advantage of the power of 
the search technology that LexisNexis next generation online platform has to offer! These two citators work together 
seamlessly, providing you with the most comprehensive legal research experience.

How does this work?
The Cases section displays a list of cases citing that 
provision or Act. We use the editorially generated 
content from CaseBase to power LawNow Plus™: 
With seamless links available when you also 
subscribe to CaseBase and Full Text, the list can 
be fully sorted and is aligned with CaseBase sort 
mechanisms to ensure your research experience  
is simple, intuitive, and reassuringly familiar. 
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• Data visualisation
• Optimised layout
• Additional content elements including:

• Representation
• Penalty information
• Practical Guidance links

• And more!
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